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RAIN FOREST HOLDINGS - BUILDING OUR SOUL AROUND YOU
In an era wherein real estate prices have gone over the roof and you have much lesser time for your real estate investments and other realty purchases,
Rainforest Holdings fervently believes in what we call as the CCC  "Customer Centric Consulting" Paradigm. All our constructions and projects have been
thought of and conceived keeping the customer in mind and though it might sound cliched, it is true that we are obsessed with what the customers have to
say, feel or think after the completion of the project. We aim to be the one-stop source for anything the customer might have in mind when it comes to realty.
We also strive for that one single positive testimonial that has the power to make or break our brand in the highly- competitive market. 

The Tag line for rain Forest Holdings goes " Built for Life" - There isn't anything fancy here except for the fact that everything we do, from the Idea,
preparation, conceptualizing the Idea, The actual work, the quality of the materials used, the processes Implemented including the ones we have for our back-
office run on the High-quality track. This is an almost monomaniacal obsession with the company from the very beginning. We believe that Homes are where
Humans live and hence everything nook and corner, every recess and every shelf has been thought of earlier. it is almost like placing you there first and then
building the home over you. 

Rainforest Holdings has worked on projects which have some of the most beautiful, exotic, exquisite and breathtaking villas, apartments and resorts. As if the
customer isn't pampered for choice, each one of these projects has seen some tremendous amount of work from qualified, experienced and dedicated
professionals all working together to get you the quality we insist on so much. 

Also, When we talk about real estate development projects, we usually come across developers who just finish projects and dump it onto us, well, we don't
believe in that. In fact we are totally against it. We have been in this business for a long time and have amassed a lot of expertise in the same. We aspire to help
our clients on an individual basis since we know that each customer has unique requirements. We help them in finalizing the paper work, follow the
prescribed ownership norms, enable crease less transactions and keep everything simple, fair and easy. 

Rain forest Holdings believes in bring a home to you. Every material laid out in our projects has been selected keeping customers and their requirements in
mind. Every professional who had partnered with is or worked with us has been hand picked only when we were absolutely sure that he/she could do the job.
Our villas, resorts and apartments aren't just brick-and-mortar. We had built them to be an extension of our heart-and-soul, an idyllic representation of who
we are, what we do and how we do, to our esteemed clientele.

 


